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Abstract

We define a new RTSP command - named "REGISTER" - that allows a server (or a third party) to notify a RTSP client or a RTSP proxy server about a RTSP stream (given by a "rtsp://" URL). This also provides a mechanism whereby a client (or proxy server) on the public Internet can access a RTSP server that is behind a firewall or NAT.
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This document defines an optional new RTSP command - named "REGISTER" - that allows a server (or a third party) to notify a RTSP client or a RTSP proxy server about a RTSP stream (given by a "rtsp://" URL).

Possible applications of the "REGISTER" command include:
Initialization of a proxy server

A RTSP proxy server acts as both a client (to access a stream from a 'back-end' server) and as a server (to serve this stream to one or more 'front-end' clients). The "REGISTER" command can be used to inform a proxy server about a stream to deliver from a 'back-end' server.

This is particularly useful if the proxy server is on the public Internet, but the 'back-end' server is on a private network (behind a NAT), without a public IP address. In this case the private 'back-end' server can use the "REGISTER" command to inform the proxy server about one of its streams. In addition, optional parameters - described below - allow the proxy server to access this stream via the same TCP connection that was used to send the "REGISTER" command, and perhaps also to deliver RTP and RTCP packets over this same TCP connection (using RTP/RTCP-over-TCP encapsulation, i.e., 'interleaving'). Note that this basic approach to NAT traversal - TCP tunneling - is just one of the many possible NAT traversal techniques for RTSP outlined in [I-D.ietf-mmusic-rtsp-nat-evaluation]. Other more general (but also much more complex) approaches are also possible - for example [I-D.ietf-mmusic-rtsp-nat].

Initialization of a 'pure' client

The "REGISTER" command can also be used to inform a 'pure' RTSP client (i.e., a RTSP client that does not also act as a (proxy) server) about a stream to be played. This is less useful than for a proxy server, because for most (pure) RTSP clients, the stream to be played is usually entered by a human user (e.g., in entered in a GUI dialog box, or on the command-line). However, it might still be useful for systems that have many RTSP clients to choose from, and/or wish to control the time at which a RTSP client should request a stream.

3. An Example

The following protocol exchange illustrates how a 'back-end' media server (on a private network) can inform a proxy server (on the public Internet) about one of its streams - in a way that allows the proxy server (and thus 'front-end' clients on the public Internet) to access the stream.

Server (10.42.42.42) -> Client (a proxy server: example.com)
REGISTER rtsp://10.42.42.42/camera RTSP/1.0
CSeq: 1
Transport: reuse_connection;
preferred_delivery_protocol=interleaved;
proxy_url_suffix=proxiedCamera

Client (a proxy server: example.com) -> Server (10.42.42.42)
RTSP/1.0 200 OK
CSeq: 1

Because of the "reuse_connection" parameter, the proxy server (example.com) can then use the existing RTSP (TCP) connection to access the 'back-end' stream "rtsp://10.42.42.42/camera" using the usual RTSP "DESCRIBE", "SETUP" and "PLAY" commands. In addition, because of the "preferred_delivery_protocol=interleaved" parameter, the "SETUP" command can request RTP/RTCP-over-TCP streaming, using the standard "interleaved=" mechanism ([RFC2326], section 10.12). Finally, the "proxy_url_suffix=proxiedCamera" parameter tells the proxy server that it can provide access to the stream using the URL: "rtsp://example.com/proxiedCamera".

4. Optional Transport Parameters

Three optional parameters (noted in the example above) can be specified in the "Transport:" header of a "REGISTER" command:

- **reuse_connection**
  - This parameter is a flag, with no value.
  - If this parameter is present, the receiving client SHOULD reuse the TCP connection (on which it received the "REGISTER" command) for subsequent commands on the Request-URI.

- **preferred_delivery_protocol**
  - Possible values: "udp", "interleaved". Default value: "udp".
  - This parameter specifies the delivery protocol that the receiving client SHOULD request when it subsequently sends "SETUP" commands for the Request-URI. The default value, "udp", specifies that the client should request normal RTP/RTCP-over-UDP streaming. The value "interleaved" specifies that the client should request interleaved RTP/RTCP-over-TCP streaming (using the RTSP TCP connection), as described in [RFC2326], section 10.12.

- **proxy_url_suffix**
  - A text string with syntax <path-noscheme> (as defined in [RFC3986] or [I-D.ietf-mmusic-rfc2326bis]).
  - This parameter is meaningful only if the receiving client is a proxy server. It specifies a suffix that the proxy server SHOULD use in the "rtsp://" URL that (front-end) clients use to access the stream. If the proxy server is already
5. Comparison with the "ANNOUNCE" command

RTSP 1.0 [RFC2326] defined a command - named "ANNOUNCE" - that could be used to notify a server about a new stream. The "ANNOUNCE" command worked by including - as part of the command - a SDP [RFC4566] description for the stream. A subsequent RTSP command would then be used to 'inject' media (as RTP/RTCP packets) into the server, which would then make this media available to other RTSP clients. Unfortunately the RTSP 1.0 standard did not fully specify how this would work; in particular, which RTSP command should be used to inject media into the server. Although the "RECORD" command appeared to be the most logical choice, most implementations of this mechanism used the "PLAY" command instead. Because this mechanism was not fully specified in RTSP 1.0 (and not extensively used), both the "ANNOUNCE" and "RECORD" commands were removed from the RTSP 2.0 specification [I-D.ietf-mmusic-rfc2326bis]).

Nonetheless, some commercial RTSP servers did implement this mechanism, which was useful for serving streams that originate from a private network (behind a NAT). Such a stream could be "ANNOUNCE"d and then injected into a RTSP server located on the public Internet. However, implementing this mechanism added a lot of complexity to the RTSP server, because it needed to be able to process incoming SDP descriptions and RTP/RTCP streams, in addition to its usual functionality of generating outgoing SDP descriptions and RTP/RTCP streams. In contrast, the "REGISTER" command, described in this document, is simpler and much easier to implement, because it requires merely adding familiar RTSP client functionality to the server - i.e., implementing a RTSP proxy server.

The "REGISTER" command also simplifies the media source application, because it does not have to rely upon having to "ANNOUNCE" and 'inject' its data into a separate server. Instead, the media source application can simply be a RTSP server of its own. RTSP clients on the same network can access the stream directly (just like any other RTSP stream), but if the media source application also wishes to have its stream relayed via a separate server (e.g., across a NAT), then it can do so simply by adding a small piece of extra code that sends a "REGISTER" command to this server.

6. IANA Considerations

If this proposal were adopted as an IETF standard, then two IANA registries would need to be updated:
7. Security Considerations

The addition of this new command adds no additional threat to existing RTSP clients (or servers), because they will simply reject any incoming "REGISTER" command (a command that they do not handle) with an error code.

However, for a proxy server, the "REGISTER" command causes it to access (and then potentially serve) a new stream, which is more powerful functionality than the normal server functionality of serving existing streams (by implementing the regular RTSP "DESCRIBE", "SETUP", "PLAY" etc. commands). Therefore any proxy server on the public Internet that implements the "REGISTER" command SHOULD implement access control for this command, even if it does not implement any access control for "DESCRIBE", "SETUP", "PLAY" etc.
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